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On November 8th, 2016, 
I transcribed the following 
Facebook status updates  

within the hours of Donald 
Trump’s predicted victory 

as the next President of the 
United States of America.



How many artists out there are doubling down on 
international residency apps right now?



It’s almost like I wish there was someone who polled better 
against Trump that was available to be the democratic 

candidate... 

#whereismaplegrandpa? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

I’m nauseous



Holy fuck, America.Thank god for partners with Italian-Argentine citizenship. 
Tomorrow, the chapel.



What DOES THIS MEAN?

Voters hate people like me? Like my parents? Like my 
friends?

We have two years to fucking figure this out. And take 
back our House and take back our Senate. I’m in.



Get your towels folks, its about to get rough.
So there is a silent, racist as fuck, backwards silent 

majority in this country. I never would have guessed. 
Hello real life.



What did we do.Wisconsin I’m done with your cheddar.



Waiting for a flight to Laos in the Hanoi airport and 
reading all of these updates is mortifying. I just said 

OH MY GOD out loud at what I’m seeing go down in 
America. I’m so scared of the country that I will return 

to. Time and time again America has proven me wrong in 
believing that we could do better. Thank you for another 
friendly reminder that old, rich, white men run shit, like I 

didn’t already learn that from my experiences at work.

Goodbye immigration goodbye education goodbye 
climate goodbye civil discourse goodbye 21st century 
goodbye social welfare goodbye middle class goodbye 
women’s rights goodbye obamacare goodbye Supreme 

Court goodbye house and senate. So much at stake in this 
election and so much lost.



We may look back on this tragedy of a day and laugh, as 
we collect our unemployment checks and hope we never 
have medical bills due to our lack of health insurance…

Luckily he’s already said the election results are rigged.



thankful for my dual citizenship right now.how is this happening? please, dear god. please. keeping 
my hopes up for as long as i can.



Red Red Red? No checks and balances? We’re done.well at least weed is now legal in california



“Hey, John, all 50 states voted to legalize marijuana... and 
Trump is close to being president”

“Fuck this election”
well, at least i’m proud to be a Californian.



Seriously? Everyone is surprised?Fuck you stupid!!!!!!!!!! Fucking stupid!!!!!!!!!!!!!



So what happens in December when Donald Trump is 
convicted of child rape? Mike Pence is our president? 

Is that it?
No words for this... unreal



I can’t imagine what Hillary is going through right now. I 
can’t even. But. I hope she takes this moment to tells it like 

it fucking is. That this country is a racist, sexist, bigoted 
place that we need to aggressively fight against. And that 
she’ll join Obama and Michelle and Joe and every single 

other fucking national Democrats to fight alongside us and 
call out and isolate racist and sexists and bigots and white 

nationalists. #imwithus

I HATE YOU TRUMP!!



I will now unlearn my education and start speaking like 
our new leader who speaks and writes like a 7-year old. 

The word “bigly” will be added to my working vocabulary.

Why do people say that we have failed as a country? I 
think either way the coin is tossed we are screwed. But 

it will be interesting to see what happens over the next 4 
years with either candidate as president. But I do know 
that this will not break down our entire country. I have 

faith that we are still strong, no matter who wins. As I read 
on a post earlier, this could be the flames that the Phoenix 

arises from


